Abstract. Determined in this work are analytical interrelations between orientations of optical axes and birefringence of biological crystals as well as characteristic values of elements in the Jones matrix for flat layers of polycrystalline networks, which determine conditions for formation of polarization singularities in laser images. Performed is a complex statistical, correlation and fractal analysis of distributions for the amount of characteristic values inherent to the Jones matrix elements describing layers of saliva taken from a healthy patient and that sick with tuberculosis. The authors have ascertained objective criteria to differentiate optical properties of polycrystalline networks of human saliva in various physiological states. Offered is Jones-matrix diagnostics of tuberculosis.
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Among the methods of optical diagnostics aimed at biological tissues (BT), the methods of laser polarimetry of optically anisotropic structures in human tissues have been already widely spread [1 -31] . The main "information product" of using these methods is data for coordinate distributions inherent to Mueller and Jones matrixes typical for BT [1 -5] . Then, these data can be processed with statistical (statistical moments of the first to fourth orders [5, 6, 10, 14, 19, 25, 26, 30] ), correlation (auto-and mutual-correlation functions [12, 17, 18, 21, 26] ), fractal (fractal dimensionalities [5, 6, 25] ), singular (distributions of amounts of linear and circularly polarized states), wavelet (sets of wavelet coefficients for various scales of biological crystals [22, 28] ) analyses. As a result, one can determine interrelations between a set of these parameters and distributions of optical axis directions as well as the birefringence value inherent to networks of optically single-axis protein (myosin, collagen, elastin, etc.) fibrils in optically anisotropic components of BT layer. Being based on it, developed was a set of methods for diagnostics and differentiation of pathological changes in BT structure, which are related with its degenerative-dystrophic and oncological changes [4 -6, 12, 19, 20-22, 27, 29, 31] . Progress in the above methods for studying the matrix images of BT was reached in [5] . There, the offered new approach is based on the analysis of coordinate distributions for the so-called "characteristic values" that describe conditions for formation of polarization singularities. Related to these singularities are linear (Lpoints) and circularly (C-points) polarized states. In the case of L-points, the direction of electric field vector rotation is indefinite (singular). For C-points, indefinite is the azimuth of polarization for the electric field vector. Demonstrated in […] was the efficiency of this approach for Mueller-matrix diagnostics of pathological states in human BT. At the same time, there is a widely spread group of optically anisotropic biological objects, for which the matrix methods of laser polarimetric diagnostics did not yet acquire any wide application.
These are optically thin (extinction coefficient ≤ τ ) layers of various biological liquids (bile, urine, liquor, joint fluid, blood plasma, saliva, etc.). These objects are considerably more accessible for direct laboratory analysis as compared with traumatic methods of BT biopsy. Being based on these reasons, it seems topical to adapt the methods of laser polarimetric diagnostics of optically anisotropic structures observed in BT polycrystalline networks for medical purposes.
Bearing in mind diagnostics of tuberculosis, our work is aimed at searching possibilities to diagnose and differentiate optical properties of liquid-crystal networks in human saliva by using determination of coordinate distributions for Jones-matrix elements with the following wavelet analysis of distributions inherent to their characteristic (singular) values.
Main analytical interrelations
As a base for modeling the optical properties of liquidcrystalline networks in human saliva, we took the following conceptions [1-4, 7, 9, 14, 16, 23-27, 30 
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It is noteworthy that the analytical consideration of (1) to (6) is related to a partial optically single-axis birefringent crystal. Formed in real biological layers are complex networks of these crystals with different scales of geometric sizes. Therefore, application of the singular analysis to the Jones matrix corresponding to this network requires determining the coordinate distributions of characteristic values in the plane of biological liquid layer. These distributions can be determined by scanning two-dimensional arrays of elements in horizontal direction with the step
. Within the limits of every local sampling (1 pix × n pix ) (k = 1, 2, …, m) , one has to calculate N characteristic values
≡ of the amount of characteristic values for matrix elements. On the other hand, these multi-scale dependences can be efficiently analyzed using the wavelet analysis […] . If as a wavelet function one takes the dependence that possesses a finite base both in coordinate and frequency spaces, then using the scaling and shift of this function-prototype the coordinate distribution of Jones matrix elements can be expanded into the following series
where
is the base function that is formed from the function-prototype using the shift b and scaling a, while the coefficients of this expansion are defined in the following manner
In our work, using the analogy with the investigation […] , as a wavelet function we chose the second derivative of the Gauss function (MHAT wavelet) that possesses a narrow energy spectrum and two moments equal to zero (zero and first). The analytical dependence of the MHAT wavelet has the following look:
The result of wavelet transformation (9) Fig. 1 is the optical scheme of a polarimeter for measuring the coordinate distributions of elements in the Jones matrix corresponding to biological layers. Illumination of bile samples was carried out using a parallel beam (∅ = 10 4 µm) of the He-Ne laser (λ = 0.6328 µm, W = 5.0 mW). The polarization illuminator consists of the quarter-wave plates 3, 5 and polarizer 4, which provides formation of the laser beam with an arbitrary polarization state. Using the micro-objective 7 (magnification 4x), images of bile layers were projected onto the plane of light-sensitive area (800x600 pixels) in the CCD-camera 10 that provides measurements of structural elements from 2 to 2000 µm.
The analysis of laser images was performed using the polarizer 9 and quarter-wave plate 8. 
Criteria for estimating the spectra of wavelet coefficients corresponding to the amount of characteristic values inherent to Jones-matrix images describing the layers of human saliva
where is the number of pixels for which the dependence of characteristic values within the limits of coordinate distribution for Jones-matrix images of elements is determined.
D ik
N ik J Our analysis of the spectra for wavelet coefficients in distributions was based on the autocorrelation method with using the following function [12, 21, 26] :
. (11) Here, b Δ is the "step" of changing the 
Analysis and discussion of experimental results
As objects of investigation, we used saliva smears of healthy (18 samples) and sick with tuberculosis (17 samples) patients. Fig. 2 shows laser images of opticallyanisotropic structures typical for the samples of both types. The images were obtained for crossed transmission planes of the polarizer 4 and analyzer 9 in the laser polarimeter (Fig. 1) .
It can be seen from a comparative analysis of laser images corresponding to liquid-crystalline networks of the studied samples that the level of transmission (birefringence) grows in the case of small-scale (d = 10…30 µm) liquid crystals in saliva of the patients sick with tuberculosis (Fig. 2b) . This fact was used as a basis for our wavelet analysis of the dependences for distributions of characteristic values inherent to elements in Jones-matrix images. Our choice of just these elements is related with the fact that values characterize the probability of point formation, which is related with growth of birefringence in liquid crystals at certain scales of geometric sizes. the values and ranges for changing the set of statistical, correlation and spectral moments of the 1-st to 4-th orders (Table 1) .
It is seen from the analysis of the data summarized in Table 1 
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We have ascertained the following tendencies of changes in the statistical moments of the 1-st to 4-th orders: • excess 
